
ART XII - Kendal: the Protestant exception
By M.A. CLARK MA PhD.

S ixteenth century Kendal appeared a Protestant island in an unreformed sea,
providing a parallel with Manchester in Lancashire, or, at the other end of the

country, Lewes in Sussex.' Here I seek to investigate why Kendal should have
become such an island, and how it progressed until the Civil War.

I have concentrated perforce on the town, rather than the parish, of Kendal.
Kendal parish, like so many northern ones, was originally coterminous with the great
barony. By the sixteenth century, Windermere and Grasmere had been promoted
from being its chapelries to independent parochial status, which made some
reduction in acreage, but its spread was still enormous, with fifteen subordinate
chapelries from Helsington through Greyrigg, Selside, Sleddale, Kentmere, Staveley
and Ings. It reached as far north as Shap parish, and as far south as Kirkby
Lonsdale. Small wonder that, though strictly a vicarage of St Mary's York, Kendal
was one of the most valuable livings in Cumbria: over £92 at the Valor. 2 It was a
valuable addition to the income of a career diplomat like Thomas Magnus, and was
awash with chaplains and curates, serving the outlying chapelries and also numerous
chantries and chapels in the town. The chantry surveys of the 1540's provide a
handy checklist of them, and reveal the only guild chaplain known in sixteenth
century Cumbria.

The evidence for the reformation period is patchy. On a national level, the Valor
of 1535, the chantry surveys of 1547-8, and Pole's survey of chantrists in Mary's
reign provide the firmest record. Richmond archdeaconry, originally responsible for
south Westmorland, has little surviving material but some early wills; the
archbishops mention Kendal en passant, as rarely as the Archdeacon could achieve.
After 1541, when Kendal came under the aegis of the new diocese of Chester, York
rarely interfered; we have some useful material for the 1570's, under Grindal or
Barnes, in the High Commission act books, and in visitation records. Seventeenth
century archbishops took less care over the visitation of the west of the province,
concentrating rather on Yorkshire and Nottingham. In the last quarter of the
sixteenth century, the act books and visitation records become more standardised
and less informative generally. Chester's documentation is not much better than
Richmond's, at least as far as Cumbria is concerned. It does provide some useful
clergy call lists for the 1550's and 60's, which point out changes of personnel. Wills
unfortunately are largely missing until the 1580's, and few were proved at
Canterbury either, until the Commonwealth. Elizabeth, who had had bishop
Downham as her private chaplain during her sister's reign, should have known his
faults; indolent and conservative, he may have suited Lancashire but not the
progress of the Elizabethan settlement. Bishop Barnes in particular was anxious to
press on with reform despite him, and found some support in Kendal. For it was, as
far as the evidence goes, at parochial level that things were happening: under
Pilkington and Assheton in the mid sixteenth century, under Tyrer in the early
seventeenth. Tyrer's writings are the best guide to Jacobean Kendal; there is little
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ecclesiastical evidence to support him: not even churchwardens accounts, which are
rare in Cumbria before the mid-seventeenth century.

It is nevertheless possible to give a sketch of the progress of reform, and the
changing fortunes of this protestant island in a reactionary sea, but not to provide a
detailed analysis, supported by the kind of evidence available e.g., for Devon,
apparently as remote, but rich in parochial records and architectural evidence. 3

One starts the sixteenth century in fact with uncompromising devotion to the
mediaeval tradition, and not a glimpse of anticlericalism, nor much evidence of
heresy. In the south, Lutheran ideas were coming in to London and the east coast
ports; in academic circles, Erasmian reformers were pressing at least for renewal of
the church. In the North, there is little indication of these ideas passing current.
When Henry was breaking with Rome for political motives, and being pressed
further into Protestantism by men with religious ones, Kendal, in the 1530's, had
been as dutiful a part of the universal church as one could wish for. Mediaeval piety
could not have asked for more.

Almost every will from Kendal barony in the earlier part of the century makes
generous bequests to the church; money for trentals, the thirty days' prayer for the
soul of the donor after his decease, jostles with money for the poor, or for salvific
goods works like roads and bridges. Two wills of the 1530's are still dedicating a son
as a priest: no anti-clericalism here, just the practical caveat in the case of Thomas
Wilkinson of `if it please God and his [the child's] mother.' There is no sign of a
secular shift of emphasis. In fact, secular-minded wills seem to go with neutral
wording in any decade, whereas staunch Catholics of the 1530's and staunch
Protestants of the 1570's alike remember the church and the poor. 4

These pious bequests are abundant among willmakers of varied degrees of
devotion. Even a not particularly religious chapman like Henry Jenkinson in 1532,
as concerned with the fate of packhorse and saddle as anything, left money for
singing priests and requiems, and made bequests to his home church and others he
must have visited. John Slater in 1537 left money for road mending, for Stramongate
bridge, the church fabric, and his major bequest of 14 for a priest to pray for him for
a year. Even Rolondson of Whinfell, who excites interest for omitting the Virgin and
saints from his will preamble, makes all the conventional donations to church and
tithes, bridges, and priest to sing at his funeral. Christopher Foxe, one of those who
wanted a son as a priest, was no more generous to the church than this. Thomas
Wilkinson in 1531 seems to have been the most pious of the willmakers. He
remembers the four houses of friars within reach; asks for trentals from Mount
Grace, Cartmel, Conishead and Furness abbeys; beqúeathes to Windermere and
Grasmere churches as well as his own, where 40s. is to cover a lavish funeral; and
leaves a quarter of all his goods to the health of his soul and all Christian souls. His
wishing a son to be a priest is hardly surprising in one so seemingly devout. 5

Then something happened. What gulf had been driven between these willmakers
and the Wilsons of the 1550s, whose wills were in a totally different style? Devotion
in the 1550's, when one finds the next surviving group of wills, was a different
proposition. Thomas Wilson of Stricklandgate in 1553, and his namesake of June
1559, both indulged in wordy Protestant preambles to their wills, the willmaker of
1553 making request for a sermon to accompany his funeral and of course a clear
solefidian bequest of his soul.
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First I commit and bequiethe my sowell unto the merciful hands of God my hevenly father,
unto the kepyng of his sone Jhesus Christ, by the merits of whose deathe and passion I trust
verely to be saved, and by no other meanes, praiyng God Allmyghty my most mercifull
Saviour and Redemer that this my faithe may dayly increase and continew in me at all
assaults of my goostly enemy, even to the brethe go owt of my body, and that then specially
it be lyvely and not waveryng even at the last brunt.

After requesting burial in the churchyard `after a reverent and comely sort, in
hope of the resurrection which shalbe at the last day', we have a common 20d. for
forgotten tithes and many normal personal bequests. Then comes another statement
of faith:

Item that a sermon funerali be made at my buriall if it may possibley be had at that tyme, or
elles as sone after as may be conveniently, to put men in remembraunce bothe of the frailte
and misery that is in this wretched world, and also of the joy and bliss that remaineth after
this mortall life, and how to frame our lyves to be partakers of the same, and the preacher to
be recompensed for his paynes honestly taken in that behalfe. 6

In Mary's reign this was perhaps defiant; if the Queen had proclaimed in August
that she did not intend to constrain other men's consciences, the subsequent ban on
dissemination of literature was showing the way forward. By 1559 the other Thomas
Wilson was as free again to be Protestant as he liked, and he made the most of the
opportunity.

I Thomas Wilson of the towne of Kyrkbie in Kendall, holle of mynde and good of
rememberannce, thankes be unto Allmyghtie God, consyderyng that deathe to every man is
dight, the owre thereof most uncertayne, not willinge to dye untestate wherefore in the
helthe of my saulle I provide and ordayne this my last wille and testament. O Lord my God
and Savior, I give and beqweathe to the my saulle, which is thy owen, bought with thy
precious bloud, and of all the trewe and faithfull obediens of my hart and bodye I offer to
the and thy tuition from hence furthe tyll my departinge... . 7

The conclusion of the sentence, `and then my bodie to rest in my pariche churche
under Saynte Christofer loft', is somewhat anticlimatic.

A hundred years later, one finds further evidence of the strength of religious
feeling in the town. The `Humble Petition of Westmorland' in 1642 prayed for a
`happy and thorough reformation', which was presently hindered by the enemies of
godly preaching. With alacrity the mayor and leading men of Kendal sought to
establish presbyterian classes in 1645-6; Mr Henry Massey, vicar of Kendal, was one
of the few who passed muster as an upholder of Presbyterianism. In 1646 the Dean
and Chapter of Durham were required to pay X50 annually to the support of `Masye
minister of Kendall', thereby doubling his income; somebody thought he was well
worth it. Even the Mr Leake who had been put in to Kendal in 1643-4 by the
Royalists, then victors in the ebb and flow of Civil War fortunes, had excellent
credentials as a former preacher and lecturer, inveighing against the sinfulness of
Westmerians for the plague year of 1599, especially blaming 'grosse Poperie and
blinde superstition in verie many places' for divine judgement on his people. 8 Thus
it appears that the Kendal Protestants of the 1550's had much in common with
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those of the 1650's; one might expect a continuous active reformed tradition in the
town. Was this indeed the case? How far does the available evidence support the
picture of a strong protestant enclave weathering the changes of incumbent and
policy? And what created it in the first place?

By Cumbrian standards, Kendal was always a centre of advanced thinking. It had
already provided a comparatively early heretic. In 1536 a commission had been
appointed to proceed against one Stephen Sadler of Kendal parish for heretical
pravity, and punish him on the articles found against him at interrogation, the said
Stephen to do penance after evidence had been taken from witnesses. No details
exist of his `heretical pravity', his guilt being assumed. The Sadlers came from the
same merchant class as the Wilsons, sufficiently well-to-do to be suing one another
in Chancery, or including the Garnets in the family feud, inevitably over Kendal
property. Yet at the same time one Nicholas Sadler was a priest, as was a kinsman
John; so the whole clan was by no means disaffected. 9

Is Stephen more likely to be a precocious Protestant or a late Lollard? Little
evidence of Lollardy in the northern counties exists, but that in the south depends
more on surges of persecuting enthusiasm than on deliberate manifestos of the
Lollards themselves. The north seems to have preferred excommunication or similar
lesser sanctions for dealing with dissent: the parish priest of Dalton in Furness,
found in possession of the book Unio Dissidentium, which in the south might have
burned him, seems to have suffered nothing worse than a period of restraint at
Furness Abbey; and the schoolmaster who carried Dakyns' letter on the subject,
himself possessed of avant garde views, proceeded in time to ordination and a parish
career. The priest, perhaps wisely, moved on to Honey Lane, London, the sixteenth
century equivalent of All Souls Langham Place, to find indeed that union of
dissidents which the North lacked.'°

It may be accidental that a Christopher Sadler was one of the ringleaders in the
town's contribution to the Pilgrimage of Grace, a conservative not reforming
movement. He was one of the six making forceful representations to Leyburn about
the restoring of ancient customs — i.e. reducing rents. 11 A troublemaker rather than a
reformer, one would think.

The same document which mentions this Sadler recalls the restoration of the
bidding of beads, when the second curate, Antony Browne, apparently went against
the wishes of his superiors and of the law-abiding bourgeoisie, and said, `I will bid
the beads as ye will have me', and so did, `and praied for the Pope and his
cardinalls'. This smacks of the commonplace order/disorder gulf between the
middling sort and the rest, but may indeed reflect a change that was already taking
place, in which there was some intellectual move towards protestantism, and not
merely obedience to government fiat. If the commons of Kendal wanted the bidding
of beads in 1536-7, there were already others, it seems, among the middling sort
who emphatically did not. One must remember that the will which first omitted the
Virgin from its preamble is from this same time, and from the same social class.
Thus early, reformed ideas are confined to the more educated classes, the social
superiors of the demanders for beadsbidding. 12 The arguments as to whether this
was simply a conflict of class, of the law-abiding respectable against the defiant
mass, presuppose unthinking desire for order, whosesoever the order might be, and
dread of working class rebellion. They give insufficient weight to mass conservatism;
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radical thought is a prerogative of those with education, intelligence and leisure
enough to pursue it.

Who were these poor curates and chaplains, caught between the upper millstone
of legislation and the nether, of popular demand? Some are but confused names.
Thus Anthony Browne's fellow curate is given as Robert Applegarth, but one of
these names is also recorded as curate of Kirkby Lonsdale from 1526 to 1553, when
he succeeded to the incumbency. 13 The return of 1526 includes a couple of dozen,
without distinguishing between parochial chaplain, urban curate, and chantrist. In
1554, this is almost unchanged: the vicar plus 21, including Bernard Gilpin, and two
blanks; the call list of 1562 has reduced this to the vicar and eleven, obviously not
including as in 1554, the former chantrists, but providing just enough cover for the
chapelries. 14 Little is known of most of these chaplains. Henry Hallhed, variously
spelt, is the best recorded, being mentioned in urban records in 1520, in the 1526
survey, as chantrist of the BVM in 1542, and as parish priest in a will of the same
year. 15 Most others are but names in a list. The same can usually be said of the
chantrists of 1547-8: names only, caught on the snapshot of two surveys, assuming
they had not, like Edward Strickland of St William's, or Robert Wilson of the
Trinity Guild, died in the interval. John Garnet of St Christopher's chantry, who
succeeded Wilson as guild chaplain, died a year later; Richard Beck of the Jesus
chapel in 1551. More interesting is Alan Shepherd of St Thomas à Becket, who had
difficulty establishing his right to a pension, or Robert Birse, whose will of 1554
shows an interesting confusion of tradition and solefidian formulae. 16 The one
chaplain who is reasonably well recorded is the one with apparent protestant
sympathies. This was Adam Shepherd, probably nephew of Alan, and relative of the
co-founder of St Antony's chantry in 1542. Both Shepherds witness Henry
Hallhed's will in 1542, signed `Per me Adamum Shepherd rectorem': rector, that is,
of Kirkby Lonsdale, as well as chantrist of the BVM, schoolmaster of Kendal, and
previously a member of St Mary's York, under which guise he was already a
pensioner. Like other Westmorland grammar schools at Appleby and Brough,
Kendal survived the Edwardine reconstruction, for, with a B.D. as schoolmaster,
and fair endowments, it had everything going for it. One suspects that Shepherd's
interest was intermittent as he was in residence at Kirkby Lonsdale at least by 1552,
when his son Edmund was baptised there. He vanishes from the record in 1553,
very wisely, but is most probably the one of that name who had the eighth stall at
Durham in the Elizabethan cathedral; Bishop Pilkington would have known him
from his brief tenure of Kendal vicarage. 17

It is much easier to find evidence of the vicars for whom they deputised than of
these curates, and none more so than a national figure like Thomas Magnus. He was
certainly not the man, after 1536, to introduce reform to Kendal, and there only
seems to have been this one among his clergy to show signs of swimming against the
tide. Magnus was a northerner, if one may so call Newark, and certainly his life's
work was in northern affairs. Archdeacon of the East Riding since 1504, King's
chaplain in 1509, he spent much of his career with Dacre on Border diplomacy.
Employment at the Field of the Cloth of Gold must have been an interesting
contrast, and it brought useful preferment: Privy Councillor, Canon of Windsor.
Various livings in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire accumulated to his share in the
1520's, and it may well have been at this time that he received Kendal also. A
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member of the Council of the North since that body's enlargement in numbers and
influence in 1525, he was expected to focus on Yorkshire, not this distant one of his
many possessions; only after 1536 was he expected to take an active part in
preaching the Supremacy, and that in his Archdeaconry, not a parish. The only
interest he could be expected to take in Kendal was political, but his voice was not
heard in for example, the Pilgrimage; curates and gentlemen coped unaided, while
Magnus operated on the national stage. By now he was an older man, and during
the 1540's he resigned most of his benefices, dying in ripe old age in 1550, with a
will still cherishing the idea of a chantry for his soul. He was a great Northern figure:
too great to have been of direct benefit to Kendal. Perhaps that gap had itself left
room for a Stephen Sadler to explore heretical paths. 18

Given a largely conservative clergy, the origins of widespread Kendal
Protestantism must remain uncertain. They do not seem to have been all that early,
when extant wills from the Barony before 1540 are remarkable only for the depth of
their traditional piety. In the south, the spread of Protestantism, already noticeable
and influential in the 1530's, depended on one or more of three main factors:
preaching, proselytising, and ports, or trading links. The first and third are probably
the progenitors of Kendal's conversion. It must owe something to the shadowy
trading contacts beloved of reformation historians, for Kendal was a notable trade
centre for the North. It was probably the only Cumbrian town with any significant
outside contacts, as a result of its woollen industry. While the rest of the county was
content with coastal trade along the Irish Sea, Kendal was in touch with major
English towns like Southampton and Bristol, and who knows what beyond? At
Bristol, for example, a Kendal merchant, Stephen Bateman, was involved in an
action with the mayor and sheriffs of Bristol over a consignment of cloth, in about
1540; two different Kendal men were suing in Chancery over consignments of woad
with various Spaniards, in Wolsey's day. In 1552-3, twenty-five Kendal chapmen
were registered at the Southampton Cloth Hall, also presumably for Mediterranean
export. 19 An exhaustive survey of Kendal chapmen at Southampton gives names of
the Kendal men, their goods sold, and purchasers. Familiar names occur, like the
Wilsons; Southampton names recur, as though business was regularly done with
particular merchants. For the latest news discussed afterwards in the pub to include
theological news is more than likely. 20 The Yorkshire priest Robert Parkyn referred
in the mid-century to `a Kendall man called Atkynson' who acted as carrier to his
brother at Cambridge; Atkinson probably brought books and ideas, as well as letters,
back with him. Later chapmen certainly did; the 1578 inventory of a cloth merchant
of Kirkby Lonsdale includes, haphazardly among the bales and haberdashery, a
psalm book, `a Byble and other Eynglyshe boks', and a good selection of Latin
classics, as though the clothiers were used to being booksellers as we11. 21

By this time one can definitely assume a well-educated protestantism among the
merchant class. The Wilsons, a prosperous Kendal family, already show every sign
of it by the 1550's, when the request for a funeral sermon first arises, and later
sixteenth century members of the family appear in the Boke of Record as chapmen:
William Wilson, for example, senior burgess in the year which saw a great many
puritanical ordinances from the corporation. His vicar obviously saw him as the
mainstay of the faith in Kenda1. 22

Laity who require sermons are presumably used to them; the preaching had had
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its effect. Kendal was lucky in that after the death of Thomas Magnus, it was blessed
with two resident and protestant pastors, whose influence was obviously profound. It
sounds as though successive vicars of Kendal in the early 1550's had presided over a
religious revival. There were perhaps fortunate in being placed, unusually for
Cumbria, in a place with an urban middle class: a very different type from the urban
aristocracy which dominated conservative Carlisle. Where there was an audience
more like that of a southern market town, there was a typically positive reaction to
what must have been, from results, pretty powerful preaching.

The two names which make this difference are James Pilkington and Nicholas
Assheton. Edward's reign, which saw such growth of protestantism in the South,
saw an attempt to achieve something of the same in the North. Thomas Magnus, so
long the absentee vicar, more interested in the L92 per annum income than the
needs of the great parish, was replaced at last by two successive pastorally-minded
Protestant preachers. Pilkington's 1550 incumbency lasted less than a year;
Assheton's, 1551-1562. Teachers, preachers, inspirers, they made a transforming
difference. Wilson wills, churchwarden's reports at visitation, even, arguably, the
urban records of the last quarter of the century, show the difference. 23

Pilkington and Assheton were just the sort of pastors a town needed if it was to
learn the new ideas. Both were of north Lancashire families, Cambridge graduates
who had espoused reform enthusiastically. Pilkington, a fellow of St John's as early
as 1539, was its Master under Elizabeth, Regius Professor of Divinity 1559, and
Bishop of Durham 1561-76. He spent a large part of Mary's reign is exile at Basle.
Assheton was a fellow of Christ's College 1540-53, Lady Margaret preacher 1551,
and vicar of Kendal 1551-62. In 1557 he also obtained Whichford in Warwickshire,
leaving Kendal to settle there in 1562 for the last twenty years of his life. 24

There may be a kind of circular effect at work. A profound influence was exerted at
the universities by men like John Redman of Urswick, at St John's, King's Hall and
Trinity. St John's, as a foundation of the Lady Margaret Beaufort, Countess of
Richmond, had connections with the area through the Richmond Fee of Kendal
barony, which may have attracted Cumbrians to it, just as previous generations had
all gone to Queen's, Oxford with its tied Cumbrian scholarships. (Margaret Beaufort
inherited her father's claim to two parts of the lordship, and her husband's creation as
Earl of Richmond strengthened the link. Although demise to the Parrs in 1472
weakened her connection, life grant to her by Henry VII had strengthened it again,
and the influence she had wielded as one of the richest and most influential magnates
of the realm was not easily forgotten.) Pilkington, like Grindal and Barnes, had
originally studied at Pembroke, and later transferred to St John's; the reformation in
Cumbria seems a soundly St John's-based edifice. The link between alumni of St
John's, a Lady Margaret foundation, and Kendal, part of her Richmond fee, formed a
connection producing some godly learning in a most unpromising part of England. 25

Pilkington had already preached on Acts as a fellow of St John's, and in the 1560's
was to produce for his diocese of Durham expositions of Haggai, Obadiah and
Nehemiah which were designed to kindle lay enthusiasm. If Kendal, during his brief
incumbency (Feb.-Dec. 1550), was the recipient of similar teaching, it is perhaps
not surprising that it should be a doggedly Protestant outpost in the North. 26

By the end of the century there was certainly a highly cultured taste for sermons in
the town. Ralph Tyrer, B.D., vicar 1592-1627, graduate of both universities,
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prefaces his printed sermons of 1602 with a dedicatory letter to William Wilson,
senior burgess, and John Smith, alderman (= mayor), addressing them as godly
men, appreciative of sermons and the skill of college-trained preachers. 27 By now,
this could well have been a fifty-year-old tradition among the godly.

It is the same merchant class of Kendal that provides two of the three lay Marian
exiles of Cumbria: men who were such noted Protestants that to remain in Mary's
England was a decidedly unhealthy option. The third lay exile, John Carus, was a
scion of a family whose daughter married Edwin Sandys, later Archbishop of York
and a Protestant reformer. He, however, was extradited from Strasburg for
unruliness and seems to have been sent abroad in the first place as a troublemaker
whom the family could do without. Their allegiance was later solidly to Rome, and
young John was scarcely an exile in the accepted sense. The two genuine examples
were both at Frankfurt: Thomas Wilson of St John's Cambridge, shortly to become
a noted Elizabethan cleric but for present purposes more noteworthy as yet another
member of that staunch Kendal family, and one Christopher Birkbeck alias
Simpson, merchant of Kenda1. 28 Cumbria may not have provided many exiles, but
she made up in quality for what she lacked in quantity. These exiles illustrate the
potential importance of market towns with a good preacher, and highlight by
contrast the deprivation of much of Cumbria of such influence.

It is unreasonable to suppose that the emergence of an educated, protestant-
minded laity was entirely the work of the vicars; what of the schoolmasters? We have
already noted Adam Shepherd, a man with a university education, a preaching
licence, and, at the very canniest reckoning, a modern outlook. The school was
voted fit to continue in Edward's reign; Appleby and Brough were in the same state;
others, like Penrith, had to wait for an Elizabethan refoundation. The schoolmaster's
income of £10 was nearly double the 119s. of Appleby, and one-third greater than
Brough's. Of the commissioners deciding on its fitness, the chief was Alan
Bellingham, a product of the Inns of Court, with good reforming credentials. Of his
fellows, the Lamplugh, if it were George, was also a reformer; another was a staunch
conservative; Sir Thomas Wharton, supporting the official line, was thought at the
time to be favourable but was eventually revealed in his true colours in Elizabeth's
reign. You did not have to be a reformer to approve of a school; it could be a matter
of local pride. This was certainly the case later in the century; if a Gilpin made a
bequest, so too did some local recusants. 29

Kendal's freedom thus to be influenced by a preacher, be he vicar or
schoolmaster, can also be attributed in part to the lack of a resident magnate of
influence. In Westmorland, the conservative influence of the Cliffords was confined
to Appleby barony; the divided Richmond fee and Kendal barony owed allegiance, if
at all, to the Parrs. Absentees throughout the century, here is a family with good
humanist and reforming credentials, especially in the case of Queen Catherine and
her sister Lady Herbert. Strong as their influence may have been at court, it counted
for little in Kendal, and it was the Midlands and East Anglia which interested the
head of the house, Marquis of Northampton. 30 If it is significant that all the
Protestants in mid-sixteenth century Cumbria came from that one place, this is
more a result of freedom from interference than a positive lead. What baronial
influence could achieve was all too plain in Cumberland, where Dacre's word was
paramount, and reform delayed.
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Yet Kendal has its anomalies, of which the most obvious is that introduced by the
tale of the old man of Cartmel. He is reputed in the seventeenth century, when
asked if he had never heard of the saving grace of Christ, to have replied,

I think I heard of that man you spake of once in a play at Kendal called Corpus Christi
play, where there was a man on a tree and blood ran down. 31

This is incidental evidence for the continued, and surprising, existence of such
plays at Kendal. Extant Wakefield and Coventry cycles ceased in 1576 and 1579, yet
in 1586 the Burghers of Kendal were subject to a general cry for the reinstitution of
the Corpus Christi plays, and indeed these appear to have been revived and
performed into the seventeenth century. The `old man of Cartmel', perhaps sixty or
so, could hardly have known them otherwise. The tone of the Boke off Recorde
however is decidedly unfavourable, and restricts the alderman from permitting such
a play unless the corporation agreed to it: 'excepte it shalbe lyked of and consentid
unto by his sayd Brethern the head Burgesses.' This ruling is of a piece with several
other items of the same period, and suggests a strongly puritan corporation
restraining the excesses of the godless masses. Indeed in Tyrer's time, the
inhabitants of Kirkland, strictly just outside the urban boundary, were reputed
particularly godless: Trope Templo, procul Deo', is Tyrer's verdict. 32

Other examples of Protestant restraint occur sufficiently frequently in the Boke of
Recorde to confirm this impression. They include regulations to prevent public
disorder and drunkenness, by limiting the size of wedding parties, imposing a curfew
(10pm) on them, and prohibiting `new drinkings' to celebrate them; limiting numbers
attending churching pa rties, and the apparent subsequent alcoholic celebrations, to
twelve (1575); prohibition of unlawful games for money, such as cards, tables, and
bowls, at alehouses (1577); against `smallmeats and spiced meats' at the aldermans
dinners, an apparent objection to the papistical implictions of mince pies (1585). In
1586 a servant girl who spoke slander of her master received a custodial sentence and
public penance, for `forgetting her duty to almighty God and the fear and awe she
ought to have had to the threatenings menaces and punishments pronounced out of
his holy word and commandments'. The list of `charitable and godly gifts', 1606
onwards, which largely meant donations to the grammar school, would have graced
any seventeenth century Puritan or nonconformist group. 33

This is not to claim that the corporations only interest was in godliness;
cleanliness ranked high, with injunctions to clear dung and timber stacks out of
Finkle Street, for the householders responsibility for paving outside his door, and
regulations for the sale of meat in the market-place. There was also a fair amount of
emphasis on civic dignity, in the regulations for the various trade guilds (1577), and
the dress regulations (1575) for the official processions to church on feast days:
Sundays, All Hallows, Christmas, New Year, Twelfth Night, Easter, Ascension, and
Whitsunday; for the wearing (1586) of their best violet gowns at Christmas, Easter
and Pentecost, and also, surprisingly, on fair days and `play days' — suggesting that
the Corpus Christi production called for a degree of civic dignity not otherwise
evidenced by the Boke of Recorde. By the mid-seventeenth century the wearing of
violet  was restricted to Christmas, Easter, Whitsunday, and the Sunday after their
swearing-in: much more what one might have expected of a puritan body.34
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Were play days then a popish remnant or a reintroduction? Certainly the inference
is that the reformed party, even if dominant, had concessions to make, just as a
modern political group might make a concession to local opposition, in order to win
something more important: an impression lingers of party politics, with the reformed
party by no means always dominant. There were other pre-reformation relics which
lingered. The verdict of perambulations in 1584 referred to St Leonards Hospital as
such, though it had been dissolved for forty years; on the Rogation Day walk,
'Ancres', the anchorite's house, was a similar landmark. The anchorite, whoever he
may have been, and a delightful legend from the reign of Edward III makes him a
semi-mythical figure, 35 naturally contrived to evade all public notice at the
Reformation but received a matter of fact mention fifty years after; possibly a couple
of hundred years since holiness had had its habitation there. Even the most ardent
reformer could not clear the common mind of all its unreformed mental furniture.
Perhaps the buildings were so much part of the landscape that their popish
connections were overlooked. And what of the maypole which also stood at
Kirkland, survived a city fathers' complaint in 1589, was removed by the
commonwealth but restored, finally to fall victim in 1792, not to a reformed
cleansing of pagan superstition, but to a road widening programme? 36 Kendal seems
able to hold in tension some extreme contradictions, and there is a suggestion in the
records of a social division, the middle classes in pursuit of protestantism, sobriety,
and good order, versus a more rowdy godless element, valuing the old traditional
festivities without possibly much religious significance to them. In this they might
have been supported by local gentlemen, whose allegiance to the Elizabethan
settlement was doubtful.

If Tyrer is anything to go by, and the vicar of Kendal was in a position to know,
the burghers of Jacobean Kendal rejoiced in their Protestantism; Tyrer contrasted it
favourably with the failings of papists, Lutherans, Familists, Brownists and
Anabaptists to influence his people: as comprehensive a spectrum of alternatives to
the Church of England as one could expect to encompass. 37 It is not likely that he or
they would deliberately have encouraged anything they saw as detracting from the
Elizabethan settlement. Kirkland was however unusually outside their jurisdiction,
which may account for some of the popish and pagan survivals. The play, well-
attested still in 1604, has no such excuse. 38

Tyrer however had not been the direct successor of Pilkington and Assheton; in
the intervening years Trinity College, Cambridge, granted the advowson by Queen
Mary, had imposed upon the town a vicar of a rather different calibre. Assheton
moved on to Warwickshire, and his successor was cast in a different mould.
Ambrose Hetherington was one of the less successful choices to spearhead reform in
the North, although his credentials would seem good enough: B.A. 1550, Fellow of
Trinity 1552, M.A. 1554, B.D. 1562, D.D. 1583 — there was no want of learning
here, and most of it under Protestant monarchs. He was senior Dean of Trinity
1560-2, ordained deacon and priest in 1561, and set up for life with the good living
of Kendal. Perhaps the problem was just that: a scholar with no great pastoral zeal,
appointed to a living which he regarded as a source of income while he pursued his
studies. A pluralist in 1574 with the Dalton which had been tainted with heresy in
the 1530's, Hetherington could have been presiding over really radical progress, and
when Trinity College presented him in 1562, that could just have been what they
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had in mind. 39 Unfortunately he simply spelt trouble. He was cited in the consistory
court of York, c. 1570, and the High Commission Act Books clarify his wrongdoing.
In 1571 he provided a recognisance in the matter of his wrongdoing between Easter
and a fortnight following; in 1571-2 he submitted to the court's judgement and was
to appear personally before bishop Richard on his metropolitical visitation (i.e.
Bishop Barnes' inspection of Chester diocese for Archbishop Grindal during the
inhibition of Downham of Chester's authority) . He was eventually officially
reprimanded, and was to `preache sound doctrine and conformablie behave himselfe
in doctrine and behaviour' ... `to be a zealous fartherer of the gospell'. 40 He does
not seem to have taken the High Commission's reprimand to heart. The Visitation
of 1578 still reported that `the vycar doth not vysyte sycke being therunto
requyred' 41 No preaching, doubtful doctrine and conduct, failure to attend to
regular parochial duties: not the kind of pastor Kendal required. It was still
moreover true that some of the clergy whom parishioners met on a daily basis were
the same men under Elizabeth as they had been under her father. Even though many
elderly chantrists had died, there were other, younger clergy around. William Walker
of 1526 appears to be the man recorded in 1562; Gabriel Crosse, also at Kendal in
1526, was only just outwith the parish, at Grasmere. John Jackson, at Millom in
1526, had been at Kendal at least since 1554; likewise Robert Kilner had come from
Addingham. Of these chaplains, the only likely Protestant is Uther Gilpin, chaplain
in the parish of which the family's Kentmere was a chapelry, at least from 1554 to
1572. Other clergy mentioned en passant include a Wilkinson, who may well have
been the son, dedicated to the church with the caveat of his mothers approval, in the
1530's. 42

If the personnel were the same, the church was changing shape. The same
visitation of 1578 which criticised Hetherington, set down in elaborate detail the
seating arrangements for the church, which were in part a change required by
reform. Thus the mayor and aldermen were to have the former St Sunday chapel
stalls; the schoolboys were moved to the side from their old position near the door,
which one suspects had allowed too many surreptitious escapes; churchwardens
were to have the old scholars' stalls; the JP's for the moment were seated in the
Marquis chapel, but the organ was to be sold, the money used for repairs, and the
timber from it to make a balcony where the rood loft used to be, for the better
seating of the JP's and their families. The organist's salary, now superfluous, was to
be augmented by voluntary donations and used to fund a learned preacher to join
the vicar, so as to provide a weekly sermon. Not many parishes at this time had the
luxury of a weekly sermon, and one wonders whether the godly preacher was
required to make sure that Ambrose Hetherington did not evade his preaching
obligation entirely. 43

The only substantial memorial of Hetherington's incumbency is a good
description of the vicarage house, later replaced by a dwelling consonant with the
supposed dignity of the vicar, but to modern eyes a substantial enough dwelling:
hall, parlour, chamber, kitchen, pantry, servants' quarters, all stone built and under
a slate roof (pretty remarkable for the period), with barn, stable and courtyard,
flower garden, orchard, kitchen garden and field, in all about one acre. 44 Even Jane
Austen's clergy would have been pleased with it. Hetherington who had every
apparent advantage, academic and temporal, seems to have been one of those
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ineffectual clerics with which the later Elizabethan North seems too frequently to
have been afflicted. Nor was Kendal any better served by the higher clergy; the
bishops of Chester, under whom Kendal's pastors operated, were particularly
unsatisfactory members of the Elizabethan episcopate. Hetherington's bishop,
Downham, had earlier earned a sharp reprimand from the Queen for failure to
extirpate Catholicism from his diocese, and added laziness like Hetherington's to
catholic sympathies.

Kendal seems in fact to have been largely free of episcopal influence throughout
this period. The successors of the conservative Downham appear to have treated
Chester as an early promotion posting; they were on the way elsewhere. Thus
William Chaderton (1579-1595) was translated to Lincoln; Richard Vaughan
(1597-1604) to London; Thomas Morton (1616-1619), to Coventry. Or else it was
a retirement post, for Hugh Bellot, (1595-6), translated from Bangor, or George
Lloyd, (1604-15), from Sodor and Man. Two died scarcely in post: George Massie,
1605, before his consecration, and Henry Ferne, in 1662. John Bridgman
(1619-1652) would seem to have had as long a term of office as any, but when one
hears that he had long since retired to live in his son's parish, owing to the difficulty
of the times, one doubts what effect he can have had on the diocese either. One can
thus discount the bishops from 1559-1668 en masse, as having had any effect on
matters in Kenda1. 45

Is this clerical laxity then connected with the move to restore the plays? Was it
ironically just as elsewhere Protestantism was ending their sway, that a waning of
Protestant energy opened the way in Kendal for a conservative reaction, so unlike
one's expectation of Protestant Kendal? Had the promotion of the protestant
influence of Pilkington and Assheton, and their replacement by the incompetent
Ambrose Hetherington, led to an eclipse of Protestant vigour in the town, making
way for a resurgence of the traditionalists, who felt free to demand the plays? Or was
this just a matter of civic pride?

Hetherington's churchwardens were still as puritan in outlook as could have been
wished, and the suggestion is that the standards they set were somewhat different
from those of the town at large. Thus their presentations at visitation in 1578-9 were
extensive and rigorous, and even taking into account the size of the parish, are far
more searching and extensive than from the rest of south Westmorland. They
complain of the sellers of meat and d rink trading in service time; of sundry shops
kept open; of two groups of fornicators and one of adulterers. In the chapelries like
Skelsmergh and Selside the altars were still in use, and some places lacked the
proper silver communion cup and other furnishings. It does sound as though the
puritan élite complained in vain about the conservatism of the hinterland and the
commercialism of the town itself. 46 The role of Papists, if limited in the town, was
not inconsiderable in the barony. Around were the Leyburns of Skelsmergh,
Thornboroughs of Selside, and some of the Duckets of Greyrigg. Given the Catholic
influence of Leyburns at Skelsmergh and Thornboroughs at Selside, perhaps the
continued use of the altars there was not surprising, and to report the fact at
visitation was as near as the protestant middling sort could get to complaining about
the conservatism of the gentlemen. The Puritan element must have been strong
within church circles for such things to be reported, but perhaps the very fact they
made such complaints showed them to be less influential at either county or urban
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level that they would have liked. It is possible too that among the old clergy still
resident in the town there was an undercurrent of resistance to this protestant
vigour. In 1588 for example, a list of inhabitants contributing to donations for the
school included Henry Wilkinson clerk, William Hetherington clerk, and `sir' —
Benson. Of one Hetherington we have heard plenty in discredit; this was probably a
son. The Bensons were, in Cumberland certainly, on the side of reaction; Wilkinson
was kin of and perhaps even the son of, the willmaker of 1531 who dedicated a son
to the priesthood. Did this make for a ground swell of reaction and discontent at the
strict Puritanism of church and city fathers? It was as well that the Gilpins of the
world also supported the school; its social significance seems to have transcended
doctrinal differences. 47 When Bernard Gilpin made a bequest to the school in his
will, hoping to inject some `Godly Zeale' into the place, was he suspecting a lack? 48

Did he see a protestant education as the only hope of retrieving the young from
erroneous influence?

With the honourable exception of Ralph Tyrer, the early seventeenth century
successors of Hetherington as vicars of Kendal were undistinguished; fortunately the
length and quality of his incumbency served to counteract the effect of Hetherington
on the one hand, and Gardiner on the other. Trinity choices, they were educated
men, but Trinity in the first half of the seventeenth century was rather high church;
only during the civil Wars were its masters Calvinists. Hetherington was succeeded
by Samuel Heron, B.D., (1591-2); a Northumbrian on his way to other things.
Ralph Tyrer (1592-1627), with the support of the townsmen, made an attempt, well
chronicled elsewhere in these Transactions, to restore the town to its Puritan
tradition. Francis Gardner (1627-1640) may have been senior fellow of Trinity, but
that made him no great contributor to Kendal's spiritual life. Even routine
administration was neglected: in the 1633 visitation, the churchwardens reported
that the parish registers of births, marriages and deaths were only fitfully kept. Henry
Hall who succeeded him was a presbyterian, but took so little interest in Kendal that
by 1642 he had surrendered all interest in the parish to his eventual successor Henry
Massey, though Hall survived probably until 1646. Their supporting clergy show no
greater promise; various curates mentioned in the early seventeenth century are but
names, recorded only by the chance of a birth registration. Only William
Hetherington, who died in 1606, is known from other sources, and if as is likely he
was kin to Ambrose, it is no recommendation. 49

The success of protestantism does not necessarily effect the annihilation of papist
or conservative views. In fact this was rarely the case; it is quite likely that in any
Tudor protestant town, the keen protestants were in the minority, but an influential
one. A bible-based religion which appealed to the thinking literate, protestantism
was adopted enthusiastically among the middling sort, rather than the under class.
Kendal, under the control of the Wilsons and their like, was no exception. It seems
that, by the time the faithful had to cope with the ineffectual ministry of Ambrose
Hetherington, they were sufficiently well-established to be able to do so, and remain
a congregation to please the fastidious Tyrer: as unaffected by dissent as they were
hostile to unreformed religion.

What did Tyrer achieve in Kendal? Cambridge graduate, Oxford B.D., vicar of
Kendal 1592-1627, his `Five godly sermons,' apparently preached at Kendal, were
published in 1602. The alderman, senior burgess, and other officials to whom the
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work was dedicated are addressed as `worshipfull and wellbeloued Bretheren in the
Lord', and refers to Kendal borough as `one of the goulden candlesticks of Gods
true catholike church, alwaise shining with the bright light of the Gospell'. He would
to God that their `fervent zeale and fruitfull obedience unto the word' were as well
known nationally as was the cloth trade. In a pun on his own name he compares the
borough with Tyre, famous for its international trade.

If his original sermons contained the Latin tags of the printed version, he was
preaching to an educated, as well as Protestant congregation, and has the typical
sixteenth century love of alliteration, and fondness for dropping into the rhythm of
Piers Plowman. He pleaded for an educated and instructed piety, following the
middle way:

neither the abhominable Idolatrie of the Papists, nor the absurd vbiquitie of the Lutherans,
nor the confused community of the Famelists, nor the Phrenetical extacie of the brownists,
nor the phantasie of the Anabaptists, but only the pure diuinity of the Protestants, which
embrace the sincerity of the Gospe11. 50

With the exception of the papists, it is hard to imagine the Elizabethan
Westmerians being tempted from equanimity to such extremes; there were certainly
those at the top of the borough élite to appreciate the sincerity of the gospel, and,
presumably, to buy the book.

From the death of Tyrer until the civil war, there is little trace of the progress of
Protestant Kendal, and the mid-seventeenth century picture is one of confusion. It
was not helped by the economic decline, which began in the late sixteenth century
with increasing competition from cheap foreign goods, and led to severe depression
in the early 1620's, and again at the end of the decade. By 1630 it was reckoned to
have reduced some of the most generous almsgivers, the previously wealthy
clothmen, themselves to beggary. 51 It would be helpful if any such evidence had
survived from the mid-century. Political and doctrinal dominance seems to have
been lost, along with economic power, by the bourgeoisie who were accustomed to a
near monopoly of both. Certainly there was no ministry to match the Tudor and
Jacobean one, and we have seen how, in a period of indifferent clerical leadership,
the protestant group could apparently lose power to a more conservative one; it was
Kendal's pity that the preaching ministry of such as Pilkington or Tyrer could be
interrupted by the likes of Hetherington. If a hundred years of reformed teaching
had established Kendal, once the Protestant bastion in the wilderness of the Tudor
north-west, as a model of Jacobean puritanism; unevenness of texture in the pastoral
care supplied by its ministers could yet lose some of the most prominent members of
the Stuart congregation. This, at any rate, is the likeliest explanation for the fact
that, when one next hears of the Wilsons, the staunch protestant willmakers of
Mary's reign, the comforters of Ralph Tyrer by their reformed godliness, they were
the leaders no longer of the established church, but of the peoplè calling themselves
Quakers. 52 Remaining respected members of the civic community, recurring
frequently in borough records, some of the most godly had nevertheless opted out of
parochial religious life, in pursuit of a radical godliness. If Kendal was the protestant
exception of mid-Tudor Cumbria, and the Puritan jewel of Jacobean, it was a status
held in a delicate balance by the Elizabethan settlement. It could withstand
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unevenness in the quality of parochial ministry, but not abrogation of that settlement
and a confusing array of interregnum alternatives. In the upsetting of first the
economic, and then the whole political and social equilibrium, the exceptional
nature of Kendal's religious development was lost too.
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